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BRIDGE BALANCER 3
Automated balancing/nulling software tool for Acra KAM-500 
modules

Key Features
• Automatically balances/nulls Acra KAM-500 

signals

• Supports balancing via Ethernet (iNET-X and 
IENA)

• Supports Ethernet backplane controllers 
belonging to KAD/BCU/105 and 
KAD/BCU/140 families (Acra KAM-500 
Ethernet programming interface)

• Fully XidML 3.0 compliant

• Stores balance targets, results and corrections 
in XidML

Applications 
• Automated balancing/nulling of bridge signals

Overview
Bridge Balancer 3 is used to automatically balance/null up to thousands of
bridge outputs acquired using a distributed Acra KAM-500 architecture.
Balancing the signal before it reaches the instrumentation amplifier allows
the maximum gain to be used in the signal conditioning channel. Acra
KAM-500 modules such as the KAD/ADC/109, KAD/ADC/114, and
KAD/ADC/118 support this feature.

Bridge Balancer 3 has a simple Graphical User Interface (GUI) in which
datum values are assigned to selected parameters from a system
configuration file (XidML). 

Bridge Balancer 3 can be launched as a stand-alone tool (if installed as
stand-alone) or called from the DAS Studio 3 Tools menu.

Figure 1: One example of Bridge Balancer 3
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Overview

Minimum recommended hardware requirements

Supported operating systems

Inputs XidML file with parameters from supported bridge instruments

Outputs XidML file with user balance settings and results

ITEM DESCRIPTION

Processor 2.4 GHz Intel® Dual Core

Hard-disk 80 GB

RAM 2 GB1

1. For a project configuration with multiple chassis, a PC with Windows 10, 64-bit and 8 GB RAM is recommended.

Screen 1024 x 768 (if using GUIs)

Graphics card Intel® G31/G33 Express Chipset Family2

2. If using GS Works we recommend using one of the following graphics cards: nVidia GeForce 6xxx+; nVidia Quadro 3xxx Video (PCI 
Express16).

PCI slot per board 32-bit PCI slot 3

3. Required if using a ground station board.

OPERATING SYSTEM

Windows® 10, 32-bit and 64-bit Professional or higher, in English

Windows 7, 32-bit and 64-bit Professional or higher, in English

Windows 7, 32-bit and 64-bit English Ultimate or Enterprise and language packs
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Using Bridge Balancer 3
Before running Bridge Balancer 3, you need to retrieve calibration information (if applicable) and then program a valid
configuration file. After the configuration file has been programmed, Bridge Balancer 3 can be launched as a stand-alone tool or
called from the DAS Studio 3 Tools menu. 

Figure 2: Bridge Balancer 3 GUI

NO. SETTING TYPE DEFAULT COMMAND LINE OPTIONAL DESCRIPTION

Task String None -T<file name> No Name of the XidML file containing parameters to be 
balanced.

Balance 
Tolerance (%)

Number 0.1 None Yes The maximum plus and minus allowed deviation 
from the target value. The percentage is of full scale 
deflection and the allowed values are 0.01 to 99.99.

Balance 
Target (Volts)

Number 0.0 None Yes Balance value to be achieved; value inserted 
depends on input range of parameter. 

Balance Value 
(Volts)

Number — None — Current value (volts) read from system; populates 
during balancing. 

Balance 
Status

String — None — Current balance state.
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Bridge 
Resistance

Number 350 -B:120
-B:350
-B:500
-B:750
-B:1000

Yes Nominal resistance of the strain gage in ohms.

Balance Now Check 
box

Unchecked None Yes Enables selection of parameters to be balanced.

Start String None None No Start/stop balancing. 

CmdML File String — -C<CmdML File> Yes Specifies CmdML file the tool will use.

Display Next 
Time

String -G:N -G:N
-G:P

Yes Determines display of tool next time it is run.

Cache Path String — -R<Cache Path> No Path to DAS Studio 3 programming cache.

NIC Address Number — -N<NIC 
Address>

No Network card IP address of system test PC.

NO. SETTING TYPE DEFAULT COMMAND LINE OPTIONAL DESCRIPTION
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Getting the most from Bridge 
Balancer 3
Bridge Balancer 3 requires that there is a valid installation of
DAS Studio 3. This is required to correctly configure and
program the system. When Bridge Balancer 3 starts, it
determines the location of DAS Studio 3 installation files and
the relevant location of the system programming files (cache).
You can change the default location of DAS Studio 3 and its
associated programming files by running Configure Bridge
Balancer from the setup menu (see the following figure).

Figure 3: Balance Configuration screen

If the host PC contains more than one network host adapter,
you can choose the appropriate adapter by running Configure
Bridge Balancer from the setup menu (see Figure 3).

You can select parameters to be included for balancing using
check boxes in the Balance Now column. To select all
parameters, click the Ctrl + A keys or hold the Shift key and
select a column with the mouse. Then for each parameter
selected, use fields in the Target column to specify the target
voltage. In the Tolerance column, you can specify a tolerance
which is calculated as a percentage of the desired target
voltage—this allows an acceptable level of noise on the
channel.

When you click Start, Bridge Balancer 3 calculates a
correction value for each parameter selected, sets it in XidML
and then applies it to the appropriate analog module. The
appropriate voltage level is then automatically programmed
into the corresponding onboard D/A converter (connected via
a resistor Radj) to the input of the instrumentation amplifier
along with the sensor. The new reading for the channel is
reported in the Value column as a voltage.

For example, a parameter with an input range of ±100mV, a
target voltage of 0 and a desired tolerance of 0.1%, the
balance current adjusts until the value read for that parameter
is greater than -0.2mV and less than 0.2mV. Once this has
been achieved, the parameter is said to be balanced as it is
within the required accuracy. 

If a channel fails to balance, a warning is generated in the
Message Server window and the parameter line is highlighted
in the GUI.

After balancing is finished, the XidML task file is updated with
the balance current settings calculated for each channel and
the bridge resistance used for each channel. 

NOTE:  The original XidML task file is backed up before bal-
ancing begins in a \Bridge Balancer 3\BackUp direc-
tory.

When the selected channels have been balanced, you can
use kQuicklook to read and analyze acquired data.

Parameter status 
The following table describes colors which indicate parameter

state in Bridge Balancer 3.

NOTE:  The PC hosting Bridge Balancer 3 must be connected 
to the Acra KAM-500 system's programming and data 
interfaces in order to be able to set the required bal-
ance values and check that they have been achieved. 
The Value column displays the actual values read from 
the hardware for the corresponding parameters.

Supported analog modules
Bridge Balancer 3 supports the following modules.

COLOR PARAMETER STATE

No color Parameter has not been selected for balancing or 
its balance state is unknown.

Red Bridge Balancer 3 has determined that the 
parameter cannot be balanced to the required 
target and tolerance value.

Green Bridge Balancer 3 has balanced this parameter or 
has determined that the parameter is already 
balanced.

KAD/ADC/109/C/S1 KAD/ADC/118/100m KAD/ADC/118/10V

KAD/ADC/114/10V KAD/ADC/118/1V
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Ordering information 

Revision history 

Related products 

Related documentation 

PART NUMBER DESCRIPTION

SWP/BAL/003 Automated balancing/nulling software tool for Acra KAM-500 modules

REVISION DIFFERENCES STATUS

3.2 Improved balancing speed Recommended for new programs

3.0 First release Not recommended for new programs

MODULE DETAILS

DAS Studio 3 User interface for setup and management of data acquisition, network switches, recorders and ground 
stations in an integrated environment

DOCUMENT DETAILS

DOC/MAN/030 DAS Studio 3 User Manual


